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The Research and Development Roadmap sets out plans to cut red tape, support innovation and attract global 
talent to the UK as part of the Government’s science agenda. In addition to this, £300 million will also be 
brought forward to upgrade scientific infrastructure across the UK through the Government’s World Class Labs 
funding scheme. This funding will enable research institutes and universities to make sure UK researchers have 
access to better lab equipment, digital resources, and to improve and maintain current research facilities –  
but how will the scientists and researchers be funded?

In 2016, the Realf family’s e-petition to increase the investment in brain tumour research gathered over  
120,000 signatures with over 70 MPs attending a Westminster Hall debate which led to the establishment  
of the DOHSC’s Task Force on brain tumour research spend.

On the publication of the Task and Finish Group report in February 2018, which coincided with Dame Tessa 
Jowell’s speech in the House of Lords, the Government announced a £20 million investment into brain tumour 
research. In May 2018, on the death of Dame Tessa Jowell, the Government announced plans to double its 
investment in brain tumour research to £40 million. The money was to be invested through the National Institute 
for Health Research (NIHR) over the next five years. At that time then Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt spoke of a 
“chance to create a genuine, step change in survival rates for one of the deadliest forms of cancer.”

Two years on and at a time of financial jeopardy for research into the biggest cancer killer of children and  
adults under the age of 40, the APPG on Brain Tumours is looking to find out what has happened to the  
promised £40 million and what opportunities this money might present in supporting vital research during the 
time of the pandemic.

“Research gave my son hope, the campaigning we have done since Stephen died and the impact we have had 
has given me the belief that my son did not die in vain but the bold words and optimism of 2018 need to be 
matched by actions and those making announcements must know they will be held to account. When my son 
was diagnosed in 2008 his oncologist said “who knows what we will know about brain tumours in 10 
years’ time” (2018). This gave Stephen hope, research gave him hope, he hoped things would change, improve 
and save him. They didn’t but my hope for other families lives on through research. My fear is that in five years’ 
time there may not be the opportunity for the NIHR to luxuriate and reject 85% of funding applications as not of 
sufficient quality – they won’t have any applications; the bright young minds will be long gone.”
Petitioner Peter Realf

Mike Batley, Deputy Director of Research Programmes at the Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC), 
will update the APPG on the status of the NIHR funding for brain tumour research and explain recent progress.

Working together to keep the research going



Keeping up the medical research momentum

As Cancer Research UK announces it could be forced to cut 
£150 million a year from their research funding and with research 
charities throughout the UK expecting to cut their research spend 
this year by 41%, the projected shortfall in UK medical research 
investment is expected to be £310 million.

Yet to date the Government has not offered any specific support to 
research charities beyond the furlough scheme.

The Association of Medical Research Charities (AMRC) brings 
together over 150 charities. Together they account for 51% 
of publicly funded medical research in the UK. In 2019 this 
investment amounted to £1.9 billion. AMRC member charities have 
consistently invested more than £1 billion in research in each of the 
past 10 years. 

Nisha Tailor, Director of Policy and Public Affairs at the AMRC, 
will explain to the APPG why the Government must set up a Life 
Sciences Charity Partnership Fund to bridge the sectors projected 
research spend gap and maintain the levels of research investment 
so desperately needed.

In a recent briefing the AMRC said: “There can be no doubt that 
medical research charities play a vital and unique role in our 
nation’s health and world-class life sciences sector. Unfortunately, 
their role is at significant risk. Medical research charities stepped 
up to support the country as the pandemic hit. Now it’s time for 
Government to step up and help reboot charity-funded research that 
saves and improves countless lives.”

A case study

Since the lockdown began, the charity Brain Tumour Research 
has suffered a drop in income of over 50%, and a poll of their 25 
largely community-led Member Charities suggests that their income 
has also dropped significantly, despite the valiant efforts of many 
of their supporters to elicit donations through virtual events and the 
generous support of many of who have donated.

Sue Farrington Smith MBE, Chief Executive of Brain Tumour 
Research will share her concerns that they will need to cut their 
short-term research funding and focus on raising funds for future 
research. She worries that the vital progress that has been made 
could be lost. Supported by their Brain Tumour Research Centre 
of Excellence Lead Scientists, the Charity believes the Government 
needs to make one-off grants to research charities like theirs to 
continue funding the research schemes which the UK research 
pipeline relies on.

First ever debate on brain tumours
in the House of Commons

All-Party Parliamentary Group on
Brain Tumours (APPGBT) established

Second debate – children’s brain tumours

Westminster launch of
Brain Tumour Research at Parliament

Temozolomide approved by NICE
for recurrent Glioblastoma

Brain Tumour Consortium Manifesto presented

E-petition on funding and
awareness of brain tumour research

Parliamentary Lobby of MPs
to increase investment in research

Maria Lester’s e-petition inspired by
Brain Tumour Research’s Invest In A Cure manifesto

is opened and Petitions Committee commences inquiry

The e-petition closes with 120,129 signatures

Petitions Committee report condemns
historic underfunding for brain tumour research

Campaigning across the UK galvanises over
70 MPs to attend a Westminster Hall debate
and initiates Task and Finish Working Group

Health Minister received
Task and Finish Working Group report

Revelatory APPGBT Inquiry report published:
Brain Tumours: A Cost too Much to Bear?

Covid-19
devastates charity research funding

5 ALA (Pink Drink) rolled out

Tessa Jowell Brain Cancer Mission
global initiative launched

UK Government and Cancer Research UK announce
£65 million five-year investment for 

research into brain tumours

The Task and Finish Working Group
identifies the issues and recommendations
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www.braintumourresearch.org  |  Tel: 01908 867200  |  campaigning@braintumourresearch.org

Brain Tumour Research, Suite 37, Shenley Pavilions, Chalkdell Drive, Shenley Wood, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK5 6LB

Registered charity number 1153487 (England and Wales) SC046840 (Scotland). Company limited by guarantee number 08570737.

This is not an official publication of the House of Commons or the House of Lords. 
It has not been approved by either House or its committees. All-Party Parliamentary 
Groups are informal groups of Members of both Houses with a common interest in 
particular issues. The views expressed in this briefing are those of the group.
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Brain Tumour Research Member Charities

APPG on Brain Tumour’s Objectives

To raise awareness of the issues facing the brain tumour community in order to improve research, diagnosis, 
information, support, treatment and care outcomes.

Secretariat

The charity Brain Tumour Research supported by PB Consulting provides the Secretariat for the All-Party 
Parliamentary Group with contributions from its member Charities.


